
 

Facebook to label election-related 'issue ads'
in US
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This Nov. 1, 2017, file photo shows some of the Facebook ads linked to a
Russian effort to disrupt the American political process and stir up tensions
around divisive social issues, released by members of the U.S. House Intelligence
committee, are photographed in Washington. Facebook says it will require
political advertisers in the U.S. to label "issue ads" that disclose who paid for
them, part of its ongoing efforts to prevent elections-related misuse of its
platform. Such ads played prominently in Russia's efforts to interfere in the 2016
U.S. elections. (AP Photo/Jon Elswick, File)
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Facebook is expanding its advertising disclosure requirements to cover
all U.S. ads on polarized issues such as gun control and abortion rights,
even if they don't endorse a particular candidate. 

Ads coming from specific candidates have already included a disclosure
label since October. Facebook has said it would require that of issue ads
from outside parties, too, but it didn't provide details until Thursday,
when the expanded requirements took effect.

Such issue ads played prominently in Russia's efforts to interfere in the
2016 U.S. elections. Twitter and Google also have been working to
prevent elections interference, including by labeling political ads as such
and requiring advertisers to disclose their funders.

Facebook says that when users click on the label on such an ad, they will
be taken to a page with more information, including who paid for it and
how many people saw it.

Defining what counts as an issue ad won't be easy. While both education
and immigration can be political issues, for example, ads for a university
or an immigration lawyer would not be considered political. Facebook
says it's starting with a list of 20 issues, including immigration and
foreign policy, and will target ads "with the goal of either influencing
public debate, promoting a ballot measure or electing a candidate."

Facebook has already said it would require anyone who wants to buy
issue ads in the U.S. to confirm their identity and location. Facebook
said it is investing in more workers and technology to identify potential
abuse. The company is urging users to report ads that have political
content but are not labeled. Violators will be banned from running
political ads, the company says.
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https://phys.org/tags/political+ads/


 

 

  

This Nov. 1, 2017, file photo shows some of the Facebook and Instagram ads
linked to a Russian effort to disrupt the American political process and stir up
tensions around divisive social issues, released by members of the U.S. House
Intelligence committee, are photographed in Washington. Facebook says it will
require political advertisers in the U.S. to label "issue ads" that disclose who paid
for them, part of its ongoing efforts to prevent elections-related misuse of its
platform. Such ads played prominently in Russia's efforts to interfere in the 2016
U.S. elections. (AP Photo/Jon Elswick, File)
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In this Nov. 1, 2017, file photo, Facebook ads linked to a Russian effort to
disrupt the American political process are displayed as Google's Senior Vice
President and General Counsel Kent Walker, Facebook's General Counsel Colin
Stretch, and Twitter's Acting General Counsel Sean Edgett, testify during a
House Intelligence Committee hearing on Capitol Hill in Washington. Facebook
says it will require political advertisers in the U.S. to label "issue ads" that
disclose who paid for them, part of its ongoing efforts to prevent elections-
related misuse of its platform. Such ads played prominently in Russia's efforts to
interfere in the 2016 U.S. elections. (AP Photo/Manuel Balce Ceneta, File)
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